. Comparison of SD-OCT-based retinal layer nomenclature. This table contrasts the nomenclature for retinal layers on SD-OCT provided by the Heidelberg Eye Explorer software with the consensus nomenclature developed by the International Nomenclature for Optical Coherence Tomography Panel. 1 Note that some layers are not segmented/provided by the Heidelberg Eye Explorer auto-segmentation tool, and that combinations of layers are given by the software (IRL, ORL, overall) that were not considered for the consensus nomenclature. 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Exclusion of subjects/eyes in the first baseline survey from
the AugUR OCT sub-study. Shown is the number of subjects/eyes after each exclusion step, also separated for right (OD) and left (OS) eyes. 
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Central Supplementary Table 2A ; *) Ranging from external limiting membrane to retinal pigment epithelium; self-calculated. † ) Ranging from inner limiting membrane to external limiting membrane; derived by software. § ) Ranging from external limiting membrane to Bruch´s membrane; derived by software.
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) Ranging from inner limiting membrane to Bruch´s membrane; derived by software.
Supplementary Text 1. Measurement error resulting from automated retinal layer segmentation in SD-OCT.
Automated segmentation software enables quantitative analyses of retinal layers and their thicknesses in SD-OCT scans via the delineation of optical reflectivity boundaries. [2] [3] [4] The analyzed retinal layer thicknesses in this study correspond to the distance between the boundaries of each retinal layer. These boundaries result from an automated segmentation of the retina into eight distinct layers. However, this automated segmentation was found to be error-prone and was therefore, in several cases ( Table 3) , manually corrected.
In the present analysis, segmentation error leads to measurement error in the continuous response variable(s) of the statistical regression models: instead of the true response observations (retinal layer thicknesses), it is only possible to obtain potentially error-prone thickness measurements from the automated, uncorrected retinal layer segmentation. While it is known that unbiased, homoscedastic (non-differential) response measurement error induces additional variation, but no bias to estimates of (standard) linear regression models, biased measurements or measurement error that depends on covariates (differential measurement error) can induce substantial bias to estimates of regression coefficients. 5 Thus, we set out to assess the differences in retinal layer thicknesses derived from the automated (error-prone) and manually adjusted (assumed as correct) retinal layer segmentation: Table 3 shows the fraction of mean thickness measurements that required correction. Figure 3 shows boxplots of the differences between the (log) thicknesses from automated and manually corrected segmentation per circle and AMD disease stage in each retinal layer, that correspond to the response measurements in the estimated regression models. It can be seen that the layer thicknesses of the automated segmentation do not fluctuate randomly and with constant variance around the (true) measurements from the manually adjusted segmentation. Instead, the error resulting from automated segmentation appears to be, at least in some circles, related to AMD disease stage. Especially in the central and inner circle of the retinal pigment epithelium/Bruch´s membrane (RPE/BrM) complex, we observed that several derived mean thickness measurements from the automated segmentation are heavily deflated. This matches the experience of the manual segmentation correction that the automated segmentation often fails to localize Bruch's membrane correctly, when e.g. drusen are present (Figure 4) .
In consequence, the error resulting from automatic segmentation is differential by AMD stage and statistical models that would have been applied to data from the uncorrected auto-segmentation would lead to biased results. Figure 5 compares the results of the linear mixed models on the response data of the automated segmentation and the manually adjusted segmentation. We find that the thickness of the RPE/BrM complex in the central and inner circle is particularly underestimated for eyes with moderate or severe early AMD and the association between RPE/BrM complex thickness and the effects of these AMD stages would be underestimated accordingly. That this effects particularly central and inner RPE/BrM complex is plausible, as we did find the largest distortion of measurements towards lower values exactly in these groups.
